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A country in turmoil

the uk has suffered greatly from the economic crisis. 

after six quarters of GdP contraction the country only 

emerged from recession in the fourth quarter of 2009 

(0.1% GdP growth against a forecast 0.4%), i.e. lag-

ging behind the uSa, France, Germany. during 2009 

as a whole the uk witnessed a 4.8% contraction in its 

GdP i.e. the sharpest decrease recorded since 1949 by 

the office for national Statistics (onS). unemployment 

rates lie at 7.7% of the working population. this may 

rise beyond 10% in a few months time. the budgetary 

deficit reached £178 billion (193 billion €) at the end of 

march i.e. 12.6% of the GdP and public debt stood at 

80% of the GdP. another striking fact: from September 

to november 2009 salaries in the private sector sta-

gnated for the first time since 2001. 

in all, the british state committed £850 billion to sa-

ving the city of london as of autumn 2008 just as the 

international economic crisis started. Social measures 

were undertaken by the government, some still have 

to be started. the most optimistic analysts placed their 

bets on the positive effects of the depreciation of the 

pound that was to lead to boosting exports likewise the 

public cash injections to the financial sector and the 

sharp reduction in interest rates. low growth recorded 

in the fourth quarter of 2009 has been threatened by 

oil and gas price rises (which the uk now imports), the 

rise of Vat and finally the regeneration of savings.

Since January last ministers’ and Secretary of States’ 

salaries have been frozen just as those of 120,000 

of the highest ranking civil servants in the kingdom 

- GPs, judges, dentists and general managers of the 

national health Service (nhS) since the beginning of 

april. these measures are due to lead to £3 billion in 

savings by 2014. on april 1st 2010 the upper income 

tax bands were raised to 50% (+10 points) for anyone 

earning over £150,000 (165,000 €). Since the begin-

ning of april bankers’ bonuses have been subject to 

surtax of 50% on any sum over £25,000. the benefits 

of this measure which the conservatives are challen-

on 6th april Prime minister Gordon brown (labour Party) officially announced the date of the next 

general elections in the uk. « the Queen accepted to dissolve Parliament and general elections will 

take place on 6th may, » declared the head of Government after having met Queen elizabeth ii on 

tuesday at buckingham Palace. 

it will be the very first electoral battle as leaders for the three main political parties leaders: david 

cameron, who has led the conservative Party since december 2005, Gordon brown, who succeeded 

tony blair as the head of labour on 24th June 2007 (and on 27th June as head of government) and 

nick clegg, who was elected leader of the liberal democrats in december 2007. the last election in 

which three new leaders faced each other was in 1979 which was won by margaret thatcher ahead 

of James callaghan (labour) and david Steel (lib-dem). Whatever the results of this election may 

be it will lead to far reaching changes in the political arena.

Just one month before the election the gap between labour and the conservatives has closed signi-

ficantly. Since the autumn of 2007 the latter have been forecast to be the winners (with a 20 point 

lead) by all the polls. a labour victory, believed highly unlikely just a few weeks ago, does not now 

seem completely impossible. 
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ging (they prefer the abolition of deficit deferrals on 

banks which for a certain time exonerated the establis-

hments which made heavy losses in 2009 of their tax 

obligations), are due to make a total £550 million. the 

Vat rate which was decreased to 15% on 1st decem-

ber 2008 was raised to 17.5% on 1st January 2010. as 

from next year on as part of the stabilisation of public 

finance social contributions are due to increase by 1%. 

Six million civil servants will see their salary rises limi-

ted to 1% over 2 years and retirement contributions 

will be increased. 

the uk has suffered a financial scandal which shook 

the political system. 392 mPs abused their professional 

expenses compensation system to gain reimbursement 

- with tax payer’s money - for their personal expenses 

(ranging from the purchase of gardening materials to 

housing and making profits in real estate). in all, the 

sum embezzled rose to £1.12 million (1.28 million €). 

this scandal led to the resignation of the leader of the 

house of commons michael martin (labour) as well as 

that of 9 ministers, 3 labour mPs and one conserva-

tive lord who are still being prosecuted for theft and 

accounts fraud. they run the risk of 7 years in prison. 

the probable consequence of this scandal: 150 mPs 

chose - or were forced to choose - not to stand in the 

6th may election. 

executive civil servant thomas legg was asked to wri-

te a report with regard to this fraud. to date most of 

the mPs have reimbursed their debts. Prime minister 

Gordon brown paid back £13,000 (14,888 €). 75 mPs 

refused to pay arguing that the sums asked of them 

were too high. the average salary of a british mP to-

tals £65,000 per year (73,000€), i.e. more than dou-

ble that of the average british salary but a sum lower 

than the average remuneration of lawyer or a doctor. 

the consequence of this politico-financial scandal is in-

creased mistrust on the part of the british with regard 

to the political classes. more than 8 people in 10 (82%) 

believe that politicians are liars. 

at the end of march the Sunday times and channel 4 

revealed that three former labour ministers - Patricia 

hewitt, Geoff hoon and Stephen byers - had accepted 

to plead the cause of private companies with the go-

vernment for sums ranging between £3,000 (3.350 €) 

to £5,000 (5.600 €) per day (the mPs were filmed with 

hidden cameras). these three mPs who are not stan-

ding on 6th may next did not really infringe the law since 

in the uk former members of the executive (and mPs) 

can undertake lobbying activities for private companies 

under certain conditions (that their remuneration is de-

clared and is transparent and they do not undertake 

any activities directly targeting ministers). however 

the labour parliamentary group suspended the three 

former ministers - and this was probably made all 

the easier because they were all campaigning at one 

time or another for the departure of Gordon brown. 

the Prime minister who is attempting to stand as the 

« mr clean » of politics since the expenses scandal has 

however refused to launch an inquiry into this. 

The British Political System

the british Parliament comprises two houses: the hou-

se of commons and the house of lords. mPs in the 

house of commons are elected for a period that cannot 

exceed 5 years. only three governments have ever sat 

for three terms in office: those after the elections of 

1964 and 1997 and that formed after the last election 

on 5th may 2005. in most cases governments opt for 

shorter terms and do not wait for the end of that period 

before calling their fellow citizens to ballot on the date 

which they think the best for their party. 

in the next elections the uk is being divided into 650 

constituencies. indeed the electoral reform approved 

on 31st october 2006 increased the number of consti-

tuencies by four and therefore the number of seats in 

Parliament also. the constituencies are reviewed very 

eight to twelve years. Voting takes place according to 

a single majority election in one round. named « first 

past the post » in reference to vocabulary used in 

horse racing this system privileges the candidate who 

comes out ahead in the election whether this is 80% 

or 30% of the vote. hence in the last elections on 5th 

may 2005 the labour Party won 35.3% of the vote but 

won 55.20% of the seats in the house of commons. 

the system is fatal for the « small » parties which 

can only win a seat if their votes are geographically 

concentrated. this is how the Scottish, Welsh or irish 

nationalist parties succeed in having a few mPs. 
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any person aged 18 and over can stand except for 

members of the clergy of the church of england, Scot-

land and ireland and also those of the catholic church, 

some high ranking civil servants, soldiers, professional 

policemen, judges and legal officers and finally ambas-

sadors. every candidate must, in accordance with the 

law, allow his campaign to be undertaken by an electo-

ral agent who he can choose to pay or not.

at present 11 parties are represented in the house of 

commons: 

- the labour Party (labour), founded in 1900 and led 

by Prime minister Gordon brown. in office since 1997, 

it comprises 356 mPs;

- the conservative Party (conservative), the main op-

position party created in 19th century and led since 

december 2005 by david cameron - it has 198 mPs;

- the liberal democrats (libdems), created in 1988 

and led by nick clegg, has 62 mPs;

- the Scottish national Party (SnP), led by alex Sal-

mond, with 6 mPs;

- the ulster unionist Party (uuP), a conservative Pro-

testant party led by Reg empey with 1 mP;

- the democratic ulster Party (duP), a Protestant party 

led by Peter Robinson, with 9 mPs;

- Sinn Fein (SF), a republican, nationalist party led by 

Gerry adams with 5 mPs;

- the Social democratic labour Party (SdlP), a catho-

lic party from northern ireland led by margaret Ritchie 

with 3 mPs; 

- Respect-the unity coalition, a party that lies to the 

left of the political scale, created in 2004 by the Guar-

dian journalist, George monbiot and chair of the coa-

lition Stop the War from birmingham, Salma yaqoob 

has 1 seat; 

- independent kidderminster hospital and health, 

created to defend the medical unity of the kiddermins-

ter hospital and also the national health Service has 

one seat. 

- finally there is one independent mP in the house of 

commons.

Just one month before the elections the main question 

is: will the 6th may election lead to a house of com-

mons without a real majority and therefore a hung 

Parliament? or if the conservatives win will they be 

prevented from governing because they lack an outri-

ght majority?

to win the absolute majority in Parliament (326 seats 

i.e. 117 more than the number they have at present) 

the tories have to win five more points than their la-

bour rivals with the electoral distribution tending more 

towards labour (the constituencies of northern en-

gland, labour bastions, are less populous but greater 

in number than those held by the conservatives). in 

addition to this the labour electorate is concentrated in 

certain regions notably the north whilst the conservati-

ve voters are spread across the entire country thereby 

limiting the chances of their candidates winning seats 

in labour constituencies. 

Just one month before the election the labour Party 

seems to be recovering in its northern bastions where 

david cameron’s image, who is advising on greater 

budgetary austerity, is being damaged due to the bud-

getary cuts made by his conservative predecessors, 

notably margaret thatcher. in addition to this in the 

south (Sussex, hampshire and dorset), labour’s decli-

ne seems to be more in favour of the libdems than the 

conservative Party. according to all political analysts 

the real battle in these elections will take place in the 

midlands, terrain to which david cameron is devoting 

most of his energy.

many observers fear that the election will be like the 

one in 1974 when no real majority emerged, an unu-

sual event in the uk where the electoral system fa-

vours significantly the party that comes out ahead. 

« i think that a Parliament without a clear majority is 

becoming increasingly difficult to rule out except if the 

conservatives manage to rise above the 40% mark, » 

stresses Simon lee, political science professor at the 

university of hull.

this scenario which is banal is many european demo-

cracies would prove to be problem in the uk a country 

in which the political parties are not used to compromi-

sing or working in coalitions. a scenario like this might 

cause a paralysis of the system. the last Parliament 

without an absolute majority dates back to February 

1974 (a minority labour government). the situation 

led to more general elections in october of the same 

year won by labour. Since 1978 no political party has 

managed to win more than 50% of the vote. 
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if the conservatives win without taking an absolute ma-

jority they will be forced to form a coalition with the 

liberal democrats. however the latter are a priori much 

closer to labour than to the tories, notably with regard 

to issues such as the european policy, taxation and the 

Welfare State. the concessions that david cameron 

would be forced to make in the event of a coalition with 

the libdems would potentially upset his supporters. 

the volatility of the electorate, which increases as 

the election draws closer, is however quite normal. 

« the conservatives probably went too far when 

they resorted to ideas about austerity, » analyses 

tim bale, political science professor at the university 

of Sussex. those who indeed were quick to say that 

they would make great cuts in budgetary spending 

if they came into office changed their minds in the 

face of concern on the part of the electorate. in ad-

dition to this the spectre of a parliament without an 

absolute majority and in which the libdems would 

play a key role may frighten some voters at the last 

minute and lead them to grant their votes in fine to 

the conservative Party.

Can the Conservative Party lose?

« i always said that these elections would be closely 

run, that they were going to be a real choice: labour or 

conservative, Gordon brown or me. and that these elec-

tions were going to be a difficult battle for our party, » re-

peats david cameron. the opposition party faces a major 

problem: it has to adapt its programme to the economic 

crisis. this is why david cameron is trying to convince 

the british that although reducing the debt is one of his 

priorities he will not sacrifice the Welfare State and he 

will keep up their social guarantees. « i think that eve-

ryone in this country knows that five more years of Gor-

don brown would be a disaster. the labour government 

is locked in a dangerous dance with death that is pulling 

our entire country down, » he declared adding, « these 

are elections we have to win because our country is in 

the most utter turmoil and it is our patriotic duty to put 

order back and offer it a better future. »

the conservative Party, which in 2005 won more votes 

in england than its labour rival, did see some of its vo-

ters (notably the eldest) leave it to join the ranks of the 

libdems (or other parties) and the 25-34 year olds be-

longing to the wealthiest socio-professional categories 

from the ethnic minorities for example turn to labour. 

these are the voters who david cameron would like 

to see return to the tory fold so that his party, which 

has not been in the opposition (13 years) for as long 

as this - since the 18th century - can return to power. 

to do this he has to reposition his party with regard to 

issues on which it has been relatively silent to date, 

such as for example the environment, child protection, 

the support of public services, etc ... david cameron, 

who is more a pragmatist than an ideologist has un-

derstood that voters will only choose change if they 

are sure that they will not lose their benefits with the 

advent of the conservatives as leaders of the State. a 

notable example of this position: david cameron has 

promised to fight for « those who are being ignored, 

the young, the old, the rich, the poor, the black, the 

White, homosexuals and heterosexuals. » 

but the vital issue that the opposition has to face is 

the following: how are they going to reduce spending 

and maintain public services? the tories have varied 

greatly in terms of their declarations so as not arouse 

doubt amongst the electorate, for example they have 

announced a tax break for married couples, then they 

changed their minds and went back on this promise. 

Some uncertainty started to emerge in autumn 2009. 

these intensified and focused on the personality of 

George osborne, an orthodox economist responsible 

for finances in the shadow cabinet. « George osborne 

is accused for his lack of knowledge of business and 

the city environment and his ability to manage the 

country’s economy is now being doubted, » analyses 

the chair of the pollster youGov, Peter kellner. david 

cameron therefore asked kenneth clarke, former Fi-

nance minister (1993-1997) with John major and trade 

minister in the shadow cabinet to take a higher profile 

in the electoral campaign. 

david cameron has a personal career which is charac-

teristic of the upper classes in britain. he was educa-

ted at eton, a private high society school, then oxford, 

the best university in the realm alongside cambridge 

- the present conservative leader did not however - 
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after his university studies - go to the city as most of 

his counterparts did but he started his career with the 

conservative Party as a researcher. in 2001 he was 

elected mP in the constituency of Witney near oxford 

(three of his ancestors were conservative mPs in the 

19th century and at the start of the 20th century and 

the conservative leader is a distant descendant of king 

William (1830-1837)) before rising to take over the 

conservative Party in december 2005. david cameron 

tries to attenuate the image of privilege which dogs 

him and has tried to bring his party more to the centre. 

as a matter of fact he succeeded in winning over some 

former blair voters in the ilk of the british business 

world which has turned its back on labour. 

Whilst margaret thatcher only acknowledged indivi-

duals, denying the existence of a british society david 

cameron has made the idea of a broken society po-

pular throughout this electoral campaign. he defends 

compassionate conservatism. he says he is a liberal, 

believing that society must help each individual give 

the best of himself, but he is also sensitive to the fate 

of the poorest who he wants to help improve their 

daily lives. he would like to convince people that the 

tories are no longer a party of the privileged few and 

that they also are concerned about the poorest. « We 

must return to a responsible society. the main goal 

of the new policy we want to establish must be mas-

sive, in depth, radical redistribution of power: from 

the State to the citizen, government to Parliament, 

judges to the people, bureaucracy to democracy, » he 

said.

the conservatives have made the reduction of the 

public debt and deficits the focus of their economic 

programme. however they say that they will not take 

up a policy of public cuts as margaret thatcher did. 

« Reducing deficits is not an alternative to economic 

growth, it is a vital aspect of it. the main goal that i 

have set is to be as radical in social reform as marga-

ret thatcher was with regard to economic reform, » 

stresses david cameron who is trying to reassure vo-

ters and soften the tory image by promising to main-

tain public services.

With the slogan « a vote for change » the conservative 

Party wants to address the balancing of public finances 

as soon as it gets into office whilst labour believes it 

wiser to wait at least one year until economic recovery 

has strengthened. « Public spending will have to be re-

duced and it will be painful. We must address the cultu-

re of irresponsibility in the uk and it will be difficult 

for many. the bureaucracy that labour has introduced 

must be done away with, » repeats david cameron. in 

order to refloat public spending the conservative Party 

is planning to freeze civil servants’ salaries for one year 

(except for those receiving wages below £18,000 - 11, 

960 €). 80% of civil servants - 4 million people - will 

therefore be involved, a measure that will lead to sa-

vings of £3.2 billion. the conservatives want to reduce 

the cost of running the civil service by 30% (the tories 

believe that british bureaucracy is excessive) and limit 

some social aid. 

if his party wins on 6th may next david cameron says 

that he will put forward an emergency plan for finance 

in the 50 days following his appointment. he promises 

to reduce taxes on companies by three points (brin-

ging it down to 25%). this reduction in taxes would 

be financed by the remolding of the general system 

and by the elimination of some « loopholes » in the 

present tax system. on 20th march last he announced 

that he was planning to introduce a new banking tax 

« to reimburse tax payers the aid they provided and 

to protect them in the future. » « President barack 

obama said he would give tax payers every cent back. 

Why should it be different here? the new tax would not 

be popular everywhere in the city but i think it is fair 

and necessary, » declared david cameron. « the tax 

on british banks by the tories is a sure way of encou-

raging banks to leave the uk which will increase costs 

for borrowers, it will damage the uk’s competitiveness 

and will cost the country tens of thousands of jobs, » 

answered present Secretary of State for the financial 

sector Paul myners who added « this tax can only be 

international ». kenneth clarke said that the conserva-

tives had to think about a possible Vat tax. 

david cameron lost a certain amount of support when 

he failed to condemn the 10 point tax increase on the 

higher bands of income launched on 1st april together 

with the establishment of a surtax of 50% on bonu-

ses over £25,000. but aware that no election can be 

won by offering « blood and tears », the conservative 
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Party has modified its approach somewhat as the gap 

between the two parties has diminished.

the present chancellor of the exchequer, alistair dar-

ling stresses that the conservative promises can only 

be funded to a total of £11 billion whilst the total cost 

of its economic programme rises to £45 billion/year. 

George osborne said that in addition to freezing civil 

servants’ salaries the conservatives are planning to re-

duce the salaries of government members by 5%, to 

undertake major budgetary cuts and to raise the age 

of retirement. this is due to rise from 65 for men to 66 

years in 2026 and for women from 60 to 66 in 2020. 

the tories hope to introduce this measure ten years 

earlier which would lead to savings of £13 billion. david 

cameron did however promise not to reduce spending 

on healthcare. « We shall not reduce spending on the 

national health Service. the nhS is special and i pro-

mise a real increases in spending each year, » he said. 

in 2007 before the crisis the tory leader declared, « my 

priority comprises three letters: nhS »

With regard to the institutions david cameron declared 

that he wanted to modify the electoral law so that set 

terms in office were established in the uk, he plans 

to reduce the Prime minister’s powers and allow the 

broadcast of parliamentary procedures on the internet 

site youtube. he also wants to establish the right for 

a referendum initiative on both a local and/or national 

level.

Since the first half of the 19th century the opposition 

leader forms a shadow cabinet which meets every 

thursday at the house of commons. this tradition ena-

bles future ministers to learn about their area of res-

ponsibility and to prepare their working programme. in 

the present shadow cabinet 38 year old conservative 

George osborne is the closest person to work with da-

vid cameron and is in charge of the Finance portfolio. 

he has already laid out a crisis budget that he intends 

to push through within fifty days of taking office if the 

conservative Party wins. William hague, tory leader 

between 1997 and 2001 is responsible for Foreign af-

fairs: kenneth clarke, former Finance minister to John 

major (1990-1997) who supports the euro is trade mi-

nister; michael Grove former bbc and times journalist 

is responsible for education. Finally Francis maude is 

Shadow minister for the cabinet office.

although the conservative victory has been announced 

for the last few months david cameron does have a 

few reasons to be worried. the tory leader knows that 

he owes most of his popularity to the ebbing in popula-

rity of labour. Some, including within the conservative 

Party itself, doubt that he has the strength to assu-

me the post of head of Government and lead the uk. 

others show concern about the determination of their 

leader to reduce public deficits. the most eurosceptic 

conservatives who hold it against him for having aban-

doned the idea of a referendum on the lisbon treaty 

since this entered force say they are prepared to vote 

for the eurosceptic uk independence Party (ukiP). 

« the tory victory has been announced too early, » 

says the conservative mayor of london, boris Johnson 

who add, « voters need the suspense - they succeed 

into pumping it back in where it did not exist. » « Vic-

tory is not certain, we have to continue working day 

and night to succeed, » repeats david cameron.

in march the press revealed that billionaire michael as-

hcroft, the kingdom’s 37th fortune, deputy chairman 

of the conservative Party and member of the house of 

lords did not pay taxes in the uk. michael ashcroft who 

promised to return to the uk to assume his respon-

sibilities in 2000 just before he was appointed to the 

house of lords indeed enjoys a non-resident tax sta-

tus which exempts him from paying income tax since 

this mainly originates from abroad - from belize in the 

main. this privilege is normally reserved for citizens 

who do not have british nationality and who take up 

temporary residence in the uk without intending to 

stay there. lord ashcroft is an important person in the 

conservative Party of which he is the most generous 

donor. he is responsible for supervising the electoral 

campaign in dozens of constituencies that the tories 

absolutely have to take if they are to win the elections. 

if the tories win michael ashcroft has promised that he 

will become a full tax-paying briton. 

these revelations about a high ranking dignitary of the 

conservative Party come at a bad time for david ca-

meron who has often said that he intends to clean up 

political life and who stands as a champion of integrity 
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after the expenses scandal in Parliament. the conser-

vative leader has promised to prevent those who are 

non-resident in the uk from sitting in Parliament if his 

party wins. 

Can Labour win the election?

« the vote for change » will not take us forwards 

but backwards. because the conservatives will take 

the wrong decisions at the wrong time for the wrong 

reasons in favour of the wrong kind of people, » says 

Prime minister Gordon brown adding, « the labour 

Party can and must win these elections. » after thir-

teen years at the head of the country, labour, first with 

tony blair and then Gordon brown, is somewhat frayed 

on the edges. it suffered greatly because of the eco-

nomic crisis, the iraq War and the expenses scandal. a 

short time ago victory seemed impossible for the ruling 

party which set one goal and that was for defeat to be 

the least humiliating as possible.

Gordon brown has dedicated great time and energy 

in trying to change his image of being a rigid, distant 

man. on 15th February he gave a tV interview on itV1 

in which he revealed himself as never before, speaking 

of the death of his daughter from a brain hemorrhage 

ten days after she was born in 2002. Gordon brown 

says that he has never hit anyone after editorialist 

andrew Rawnsley accused him in a book published in 

February of hitting is co-workers and tending towards 

violent fits of anger. on this occasion he discussed the 

problems which are of concern. Gordon brown, who 

is very different from his predecessor tony blair, who 

communicated perfectly with the british, is trying by all 

possible means to provide an image of a politician who 

is close to british citizens. in 1992 the then conser-

vative Prime minister John major boosted an electoral 

campaign which had started badly by talking directly to 

voters from a tribune set up in small provincial towns. 

to everyone’s surprise he won the elections. 

the future of public finances which are floundering be-

cause of the recession and the room to manœuvre on 

the part of the future government are the major issues 

in this electoral campaign. When they came to power 

in 1997 labour made a promise to the british: that 

they would put public services back on their feet wi-

thout eating into the State’s accounts. the first part of 

the contract was respected: public services work better 

now than 13 years ago (2.3 million jobs were created 

in the civil service between 1997 and 2009); however 

the second part leaves much to be desired. Gordon 

brown positions himself however as the only one who 

is able to rise to the economic challenges ahead.

although budgetary deficits have reached 12.6% of the 

GdP Gordon brown wants to continue increasing public 

spending. there is no question of reducing these be-

fore 2011. « labour will be the party of investments 

and the tories that of budgetary cuts, » indicated the 

Prime minister. Qualifying the conservative programme 

a ‘mascarade’ he added that the conservatives will en-

danger the return of growth and lead uk into the kind 

of danger equal to that which is threatening Greece. 

Whilst the conservatives are moving back to the cen-

tre the Prime minister is attempting to reintroduce the 

class struggle into the electoral campaign saying for 

example that the opposition’s fiscal policy was « drawn 

up on the playing fields of eton ». Gordon brown has 

called for the establishment of a tobin tax on interna-

tional financial transactions and a tax on traders’ bo-

nuses. this repositioning on the left by the head of 

Government seems to be winning over some voters. 

in addition by making the city take the blame for the 

british economic collapse and by punishing the main 

players involved in that Gordon brown is attempting to 

free himself of all responsibility in the crisis. 

« We are going to change the world again, » says Gor-

don brown repeating that david cameron wants only 

the happiness of some privileged individuals. labour 

wants to divide the budgetary deficit in half by 2014 

bringing down from 12.4% to 5% of the GdP; Gordon 

brown hopes to see the goal to reduce deficits become 

law.

the nature of the international economic crisis also 

convinced the Prime minister to break the new labour 

taboo of not increasing taxes on the wealthiest in order 

to make the economy run better - which releases funds 

for the poorest. « We shall have to increase taxation on 

the wealthiest, reduce costs and make savings where it 

is possible, » declares Gordon brown.

labour wants to tax income over £100,000 (110,000 €) 

to a total of 50%. half of the planned tax increases 

will be paid by 2% of the wealthiest britons indicates 
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the chancellor of the exchequer, alistair darling who 

added, « it seems normal that those with the widest 

shoulders should bear the heaviest burden. » he also 

announced the freezing of the salaries of the 750,000 

best paid civil servants. he maintains that the savings 

generated by this measure will enable the creation of 

four new schools or ten new medical centres per year 

or to pay the salaries of 3,200 nurses or 2,200 tea-

chers.

to win the election Gordon brown can only count on a 

change in the economic situation announced in growth 

statistics that are to be published on 28th april whilst 

the electoral campaign is in full swing. the Prime minis-

ter has made five promises: to reduce the budgetary 

deficit by half, to boost the economy, to protect public 

services, to create a million qualified jobs and build an 

economy based on new technologies. on 24th march 

Finance minister alistair darling presented the State 

budget for 2010-2011. the government has chosen to 

attack public deficit once growth has returned to the 

country. « a policy to reduce State spending imme-

diately would be a dangerous mistake and may blow 

recovery off course, » recalled alistair darling who is 

planning that the next budget which should lead to sa-

vings of £11 billion will be « the most drastic in de-

cades ». GdP growth forecasts are for the time being 

unchanged at 1.2% in 2010 and 3.3% in 2011 and 

3.5% in 2012. 

the 2010-2011 budget maintains the employment aid 

plan for young unemployed. it plans aid of £2.5 billion 

(2.8 billion €) for Sme’s, the creation of a green bank 

with a capital of £2 billion (half coming from the private 

sector the other from the sale of public assets) to fund 

innovative projects in the areas of transport and energy. 

the new budget doubles the threshold whereby peo-

ple investing in real estate have to pay tax (£250,000, 

i.e. 280,000 €), increases the tax on the purchase of a 

property in excess of £1 million and freezes the thres-

hold beyond which inheritance tax is due for the next 

four years. in addition to this pensioners who receive 

over £130,000 per year will see a reduction in their tax 

breaks and tax payers earning over £100,000 annual-

ly (the wealthiest 2%) will also lose their tax rebates. 

alistair darling has indicated that tax on bonuses had 

already brought in £2 billion (2.2 billion €).

Finally the Finance minister announced that the public 

deficit in 2010 will not be as high as planned - £167 

billion (185,8 billion €), 11.87% of the GdP i.e. -0.8 

points notably thanks to tax revenues and a fall in 

unemployment. « the chancellor of the exchequer’s 

approach has been deemed politically adept. he has 

not promised to undertake certain types of spending 

but he revealed that public finances were in a better 

state than we thought just a few weeks ago. this gives 

him greater room to manoeuvre » analyses ian begg, 

Professor at the london School of economics.

in addition to this on 17th march the office for national 

Statistics indicated that the number of people recei-

ving unemployment benefits had dropped (-32,000) 

in February i.e. the biggest decrease since novem-

ber 1997. « a vital thing for labour is the number of 

unemployed falling below the may 1997 level when it 

initially came to power, » stresses economist michael 

Saunders. 

on 9th February Parliament adopted - 365 votes in fa-

vour 187 against - the organisation of a referendum on 

the change in election methods applied during gene-

ral elections. according to the planned system called 

the « alternative vote » voters will be able to rank the 

candidates they want to give their votes to by order of 

preference. the popular consultation on this electoral 

reform is due to take place in october 2011. david 

cameron qualified this vote a « trick » and « a cynic 

attempt to save himself on Gordon brown’s part. » Po-

litical leaders remarked that Gordon brown had always 

been a supporter of the present system, at least whilst 

it was going in his favour. the conservatives also pro-

tested against a referendum, which in their opinion, 

will cost £80 million, an unjustifiable expense during 

this period of deep economic crisis.

in the political analysts’ opinion this law is a clear 

gesture towards the libdems, the eternal victims of 

the british two-party system. this electoral reform, if 

adopted, will comprise a true revolution in the uk whe-

re the formation of an electoral coalition is an exceptio-

nal matter and where the concentration of power in the 

hands of one party has been the rule for centuries. 

labour have also said they want to abolish the house 

of lords and replace it with an elected house, another 

measure that would revolutionize the british system 
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and put an end to centuries of tradition. « i think the 

time has come to turn this house into an elected one, 

the only way to make a legislative assembly legitima-

te, » declared andrew andonis, transport Secretary.

Will the LibDems decide which way 
the election swings?

in spite of their name the liberal democrats are clo-

ser to labour than to the conservatives. indeed they 

support the Welfare State and are against decreases 

in taxation. the difference between the libdems and 

labour is however notable in terms of foreign policy. 

the most pro-european party in the kingdom, the third 

most important party was the only one to stand against 

intervention in iraq and the dispatch of reinforcements 

to afghanistan. the polls show however that foreign 

policy is of minor concern when it comes to voting.

the party has put forward four non-negotiable points in 

its programme in the event it is called upon by one of 

the two ‘main’ parties in government : aid to educate 

the poorest, a £10,000 increase in the annual revenue 

threshold on which tax has to be paid, a reform of the 

city via the separation of investment banks and the 

networks and the creation of a 10% tax on banks to 

fund the return to work of those who have fallen victim 

to the recession and finally a reform of parliament. 

in the past the libdems have reached government 

twice: in the 1930’s with the conservative Party and 

between 1974 and 1979 with labour. their leader nick 

clegg is particularly critical of the 13 years of labour 

government refusing to say which of the two ‘main » 

parties he prefers whilst maintaining that the one that 

gets the most seats will have the moral mandate to 

govern the country. the libdems, who want to intro-

duce a dose of proportional voting into the election 

method, may however be won over by labour’s offer 

to organize a referendum on the modification of the 

electoral system.

« contrary to the previous election the libdems have 

in their ranks leading men who might legitimately pre-

tend to major posts in a coalition government, nota-

bly Vincent cable, who is responsible for economic af-

fairs, » analyses Patrick dunleavy, Professor of Political 

Science at the london School of economics. nick clegg 

likes to repeat, « i am not a kingmaker, the kingma-

kers are the 45 million british voters. »

british voters who seem extremely divided just one 

month before the vote will maybe decide as they watch 

tV. indeed the 6th may election will be an opportunity 

for an all time first in the uk - i.e. the organization of 

tV debates between the leaders of the three main po-

litical parties and therefore the candidates standing for 

head of government. the polls show now that voters 

increasingly decide which way to vote according to the 

personality of the candidate standing for Prime minister. 

although the French and the americans and more re-

cently the Germans are familiar with this kind of exerci-

se, the british who until now have chosen more a party 

rather than a man, have never had this experience. 

david cameron is greatly in favour of it convinced, 

possibly incorrectly or correctly, of his superiority over 

his rival Gordon brown in this area. the leaders of the 

three main parties will be debating live on three occa-

sions on itV, Sky and on the bbc. alistair Stewart of 

itV, adam boulton of Sky news and david dimbleby, 

the host on Question time, will be the three journa-

lists to chair the debates. the programmes will last 90 

minutes and will take place before a selected audien-

ce. « these debates significantly change the nature 

of the electoral campaign in the sense that they will 

have to make it a high point, » stresses John curtice, 

professor at Strathclyde university.

the first tV debate on 29th march on channel 4 brou-

ght together the chancellor of the exchequer, alistair 

darling, his counterpart in the shadow cabinet, George 

osborne and the spokesperson for economic affairs 

with the libdems, Vince cable. it was an opportuni-

ty for a heated exchange between conservative and 

labour with mr darling saying that he would resume 

office if labour won. the journalists did however note 

that the liberal democrat who says he was the first 

to anticipate the crash in the real estate market and 

the bank loans crisis received the most applause. none 

of the three men explained clearly however how he 

would go about reducing public spending, a measure 

on which they all agree. 

although a labour victory seemed to be totally impos-

sible just a few weeks ago the gap between the two 
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main parties has closed up significantly just one month 

before the election. Since 17th February no poll has 

granted an absolute majority to david cameron’s par-

ty. although voters do not seem to want to see labour 

continue their government there is however no real 

sign that they want the conservatives either. hence a 

survey published on 30th march revealed a turn in the 

trend showing that the british are now more confident 

in labour rather than the conservatives with regard to 

managing the country’s economy: 33% of those inter-

viewed say that Gordon brown has greater ability to 

improve the country’s economic situation, 27% quote 

david cameron and 13% nick clegg. the first time 

when this question was asked (10th december 2009), 

the conservatives won 33% and labour, 26%.

« Voters were not at all sensitive to Westminster’s la-

test affairs such as for example the fact that lord mi-

chael ashcroft does not pay his taxes in the uk. the 

only thing that counts right now is the economy and 

the question of seeing who will be the best in terms of 

bringing the country out of the crisis, » says Joe twy-

man, political polls director for youGov. the conserva-

tives will try to convince the british that five additional 

years of labour will be catastrophic. «  the economy is 

bogged down, society likewise, the entire country has 

been pulled down with Gordon brown. and it is chan-

ge we need... to make our economy, our country, our 

society move forwards, » declared david cameron on 

27th march. labour will try to convince the population 

of the dangers the conservatives will make the country 

run if they come to power.

the most recent polls by angus Reid, published in the 

Sunday times on 4th april credits the conservative 

Results of the General Elections 5th May 2005 in the UK

turnout: 61.3%

Political Parties N° of votes won % of votes won N° of seats

Labour Party 9 562 122 35.3 356

Conservative Party 8 772 598 32.3 198

Liberal-Democrats 5 981 874 22.1 62

UK Independance Party (UKIP) 603 298 2.2 0

Scottish National Party (SNP) 412 267 1.5 6

Greens 257 758 1 0

Democratic Ulser Party 241 856 0.9 9

British National  Party (BNP)  192 746 0.7 0

Plaid Cymru (PC) 174 738 0.6 3

Sinn Fein (SF) 174 530 0.6 5

Ulster Unionist Party
(UUP) 127 414 0.5 1

Social-Democrat and Labour Party 
(SDLP) 127 626 0.5 3

Respect-The Unity Coalition 68 094 0.3 1

Independant Kidderminster Hospital 
and Health Concern 18 739 0.1 1

Others 8 662 086 1.3 1

Source : British Parliament - the House of Commons
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Party with 38% of the vote, 27% for labour and 20% 

for the liberal democrats. a youGov poll indicates that 

the tories are due to win 39%, labour 29% and 20% 

for the liberal democrats. the challenge facing david 

cameron is still not as great as the one facing Gordon 

brown on 6th may next.

D-7

7 days before

the poll

46 million britons are being called to ballot on 6th may next to elect the 650 members of the hou-

se of commons, the lower chamber in Parliament, within constituencies that include on average 

around 70,000 voters. amongst the britons living abroad only those who left the country within the 

last 15 years are allowed to take part in the vote. the uk, alongside malta, ireland, cyprus and 

denmark is one of the european countries to restrict expatriate voting the most.

the conservatives, who for a long time were predicted to be the winners of the election are no 

longer guaranteed to win an absolute majority in Parliament. For the first time since 1992 the sus-

pense is at its height just one week before the elections which have been qualified as « the most 

important in a generation, » by tory leader, david cameron who is calling for « a new start which 

the country so badly needs. » For his part Prime minister Gordon brown (labour) is defending the 

government’s results and is trying to convince britons that labour can embody change. 

the main novelty in this election, apart from the use of internet, has been the first ever tV debates, 

three of which have been organized between the leaders of the three main political parties: Gordon 

brown (labour), david cameron (tories) and nick clegg (libdems). 

the first of these tV debates focused on domestic po-

licy on 15th april on itV. it took nick clegg, who had 

never enjoyed such a far reaching media tribune, nor 

had he ever been placed on a level as his rivals, just 90 

minutes to become the man of the election. according 

to a poll 43% of those interviewed declared nick clegg 

« winner » of the debate, 26% quoted david came-

ron and 20% Gordon brown. 9.4 million britons wat-

ched the debate. the Prime minister, who is generally 

ill at ease before the media, this time seemed relaxed 

showing his confidence and playing on his experience as 

head of government. at the start of the debate a slightly 

nervous, defensive david cameron advised for change 

whilst the labour leader mainly spoke of prosperity and 

nick clegg, fairness. but above all the lib-dem leader 

succeeded in standing as a credible alternative to his 

two adversaries and by doing this he raised concern on 

their part. « i don’t know what you think but i think that 

the more they attack one another the more they are 

alike, » he said addressing the viewers. the day after 

the debate, « i agree with nick, » became the campaign 

phrase, five words uttered no less than seven times by 

Gordon brown during the debate.

the organization of these tV debates between the 

main political leaders has naturally helped to bring a 

personal touch to the election. the personalities of the 

candidates standing for Prime minister will therefore be 

of the utmost importance on 6th may next. 

the second debate took place on 22nd april on Sky 

news and focused on international affairs. nick clegg, 

by far the most pro-european of the three men de-

fended his commitment to europe explaining that the 

uk needed its eu partners and that only the union 

and therefore europe could enable britain to be strong 

enough to settle problems such as terrorism, envi-

ronmental issues etc ... he also promised to bring 

home british soldiers stationed in afghanistan during 

the next legislature, which both of his rivals contest. 

Gordon brown pointed to his experience and maintai-

ned his pro-european commitment: « 3 million british 

jobs depend on europe, our country does half of its 

trade with the continent and 750,000 companies work 

for europe, » he indicated accusing david cameron of 

« wanting to hem in the uk. » « i want to be in eu-

rope but i do not want to be led by europe, » said the 

conservative leader. after the debate more than one 

third of viewers (36%) thought that david cameron 

had won, 32% pointed to nick clegg and 29% Gordon 

brown according to a poll by youGov. 

the third debate will take place on economic issues on 

the bbc on 29th april.
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nick clegg’s performance during these two tV de-

bates cast doubt amongst the conservatives and to 

some extent was the cause of joy amongst labour. 

the rise of the lib-dems is part of an historic move-

ment which shows that brits have been turning away 

from the two main parties over the last 60 years. in 

1951 98% of voters chose either labour or conserva-

tive. in 2005 this figure had dropped to 59% (it was 

only 40% in the last local elections on 5th June 2009). 

the « small » parties have therefore regularly been 

gaining ground.

the conservatives who see the emergence of a victory 

but without an absolute majority are extremely wor-

ried. traditionally labour needs less votes to win their 

seats thanks to an electoral split that is extremely 

favourable to it and an electorate which is concen-

trated in specific regions such as the north of the 

country whilst conservative voters are spread across 

the entire country. in addition to this in the south 

of england the lib-dems are often the conservatives’ 

leading rivals whilst the labour bastions of the north 

are better protected against a possible conservative 

victory. « between us there is just a cigarette paper, » 

declared david cameron with regard to his relations 

with nick clegg. traditionally however the lib-dems 

are much closer to labour than to the tories.

For their part labour perceive, in the event of a hung 

Parliament (the name given to a parliament that has 

no majority in the uk), the possibility of making an 

alliance with the lib-dems and thereby retain power. 

« if they have not succeeded in achieving what they 

put forward in the last 13 years who will believe that 

they can finally do it this time round? » asks nick 

clegg whose interest it is to distinguish himself from 

labour during the campaign. he still refuses to say 

with which of the two big parties he would be ready to 

form an alliance and allows the courtship of both and 

at the same time plays one off against the other.

david cameron repeats that a vote in support of the 

lib-dems would mean continuing with Gordon brown 

in power for the next five years. « a Parliament without 

an absolute majority will be synonymous to instability, 

uncertainty, potentially higher interest rates and a loss 

of credit for the uk, » he declared in the times. ken-

neth clarke, former Finance minister (1993-1997) with 

John major and trade minister in the shadow cabinet, 

brandishes the flag of threat in the shape of the imF. 

« the obligatory market will not wait, the pound will 

fall if britons do not elect a government with sufficient 

majority for it to be able to do its work and if the mar-

kets believe that we cannot address our debt issues and 

public deficit the imF will have to take charge of it in our 

stead, » he indicated. this statement was qualified by 

the chancellor of the exchequer (uk Finance minister), 

alistair darling, as « a desperate tactic »; Vince cable, 

the economic affairs spokesman for the lib-dems said it 

was « alarmism of the worst possible kind. »

« Voters want more choice and the fact that two leaders 

are trying to refer to a comfortable past will change 

nothing. i hope that people will not be scared and will 

continue to trust their instinct by behaving differently 

this time round, » declared nick clegg, adding, « do 

not let anyone tell you that the only choice possible is 

that of the old parties. »

« Previously voting for change meant voting for david 

cameron. Since last thursday (1st tV debate) this is 

no longer the case. the lib-dems are benefiting from 

the depoliticization set in place by the leading parties 

who now resemble each other – with compassionate 

conservatism on the part of david cameron and the 

thatcherism in the guise of tony blair, » says Jacques 

Reland, Research director for the Global Policy institute 

in london. « the election of a minority government will 

lead long term to an in depth reform of the electoral 

system with a trend towards a proportional system, » 

anticipates tony travers, political expert at the london 

School of economics. 

the conservative Party chose the old power station 

in battersea in south london as the venue to present 

its 130 page electoral programme which is « an in-

vitation to join the uk government. » « if you vote 

conservative on 6th may next you will not only be vo-

ting to change the system as a whole, » says david 

cameron, who promises to give power back to the 

people. 

the programme attempts to be a summary of mo-

dernism and tradition. it sketches out what the to-
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ries call « big society », a society in which the State 

grants most of its power to the citizens and in which 

the people takes part in decision making. hence the 

conservative manifesto plans for the organisation of 

referendum on local issues if 5% of the inhabitants in 

a town ask for it, a 10% reduction in the number of 

mPs in the house of commons, the right to kick out 

mPs who fail in their mandate (as in california), the ri-

ght for parents to « save » schools and the creation of 

cooperatives in the public sector. the latter idea came 

from John Spedan lewis who after 1929 distributed 

shares and profits from his company to his employees 

(69,000 employees share profits at present). david 

cameron announced in February that the civil service 

(except for the army, the police and the law) will be 

able, if their teams so decide it, to leave the service 

and create cooperatives or non-profit making compa-

nies to the service of the tax-payer. this system will 

enable savings and improve the efficacy of the service 

provided (in nurseries, schools etc ..). cooperative 

workers would be called to organise their work and 

decide on their pay as they deem fit. « the country 

needs a big society and not a big administration. We 

shall give people the chance to be their own boss and 

offer citizens a better service, » declared the conser-

vative leader on 15th February.

in the event of victory the conservatives have com-

mitted to adopt an emergency budget and to make 

major budgetary cuts as soon as they take office in 

order to reduce public deficit which in 2009/2010 rose 

to £152, 84 billion, a record level since the end of the 

Second World War. they hope to go faster and more 

thoroughly than labour with regard to cutting public 

spending and have promised a save an additional £6 

billion (6.8 billion €) in comparison with the labour 

Programme. the tories are planning to eliminate the 

structural share of the public deficit in 5 years. they 

are due to freeze civil servants’ salaries in 2011 and 

increase the retirement age.

however they have promised increases in spending on 

the national health Service, (nhS) in line with inflation 

and have promised to cancel the 1% increase in so-

cial taxes put forward by Gordon brown’s government. 

they are also promising to reduce taxes of married 

couples in order to promote the family, raise the thres-

hold whereby britons have to pay inheritance tax and 

decrease company tax by 25%-30%. david cameron 

has said that he wants to review half of the increases 

in social charges planned by Gordon brown.

the Prime minister stands as the defender of the mid-

dle classes. labour chose the slogan « a fair future for 

all ». labour presented its programme on 12th april in 

birmingham. this plans – at least until 2015 – for a 

proportional increase in minimum wages (introduced 

in 1999 and which lies at present at £5.80 per hour) 

as well as increases in civil servants’ wages (these had 

been capped at 1% in 2011/2012 and 2012/2013). it 

does not include increases in income tax but does not 

exclude increases in Vat. labour, which is accusing 

conservative of endangering recovery by wanting to 

cut public spending too fast and too much, intends 

however to eliminate half of the public deficit in four 

years. « if the tories had been able to reduce spen-

ding last autumn as they would liked to have done 

we would still be in recession and not in the period 

of recovery which we have succeeded in reaching, » 

declared Gordon brown, adding, « if they do it in June 

in the emergency budget they are putting forward the 

danger of recession will hover again over the econo-

my and it will be difficult to restore confidence. » la-

bour are promising free healthcare for people in great 

need, a 2.5% increase in pensions and 1.5% increase 

in child benefits. three public services are at the heart 

of labour’s electoral campaign: education, healthcare 

and security.

labour also hope to transform the house of lords into 

an elected assembly and reform the electoral system 

by adopting a new means of voting in the general 

elections – the alternative vote that will enable voters 

to rank their candidates they want to give their votes 

to in order of preference. this project would be put 

to referendum on october 2011. « labour and the 

lib-dems have the same ideas and the same determi-

nation to reform the political system which is not the 

case on the right, » repeats Gordon brown.

the lib-dem programme is 110 pages long and fosters 

four main points: the reduction of the public deficit, 

the reform of the education system, a constitutional 

reform to avoid a repetition of the expenses scandal 
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(nearly 400 mPs embezzled money from the profes-

sional expenses compensation system in order to pay 

back their own personal spending) and a reform of 

household taxation. the party wants to simplify the 

taxation system, arguing that some tax-payers take 

advantage of the complexity of the system and they 

promise that any household earning less than £10,000 

(11,300 €) per year will be exempt of income tax. the 

lib-dems think they can save £15 billion by giving up 

the trident nuclear submarines which comprise part 

of the british dissuasion force. to reduce the public 

deficit they want to limit pay rises in the civil service 

and introduce a bank tax. « We shall create a totally 

different banking system, we shall take the banks to 

pieces from top to bottom, » says nick clegg.

many personalities have committed to this exciting 

electoral campaign. actor, michael caine, a former 

conservative who was won over by blairism in 1997 

has returned to his original party and is supporting da-

vid cameron, likewise billy Roach, the hero of corona-

tion Street, singer Phil collins and actor billy murray. 

labour enjoys the support of model naomi campbell, 

singer lily allen, actor Patrick Stewart, manchester 

united manager alex Ferguson, singers Geri halliwell, 

Peter Gabriel and harry Potter author Jk Rowling who 

says, « poor, vulnerable families will be better treated 

by labour than by the tories under david cameron. » 

Finally david Radcliffe, the actor who plays the role of 

harry Potter and actor colin Firth have both commit-

ted to the lib-dems. 

in this electoral campaign the labour Party has lost 

the electoral support of the Sun which has sided with 

the conservatives. « after 13 long years in power the 

government is lost. now it has also lost the Sun, » 

ran the daily’s headline in January. the weekly news 

of the World announced on 27th march that it also now 

supported the conservative Party. the newspaper de-

clared that it was modifying its editorial line because 

« the country is crying out for change. »

Finally former Prime minister tony blair (1997-2007) 

tony blair gave his support to Gordon brown as he spo-

ke in his former constituency of trimdon (north east) 

on 30th march. many political analysts wonder however 

whether the support of the former Prime minister, who 

is the subject of high feeling, particularly because of 

the war in iraq, really is an advantage or not. 

the polls are formal: whilst everyone was expecting 

the election to bring labour against the conservati-

ves – matters are now being played off between three 

parties. the latest youGov poll, published by the Sun-

day times credits the tories with 35%, 28% for the 

lib-dems who run ahead of labour with 27%. another 

poll by comRes, published by the daily the indepen-

dent puts the conservatives ahead with 34%, 29% for 

the lib-dems and 28% for labour. according to ip-

sos-mori nick clegg’s party is running third with 23% 

behind david cameron (36%) and then Gordon brown 

(30%).

Just one week before the election the question to be 

asked is can labour succeed and stay in power by for-

ming an alliance with the lib-dems or will the perspec-

tive of a hung parliament in which the lib-dems would 

play a key role finally scare off voters and lead to a 

vote largely in favour of the conservatives?

RESULTS

the conservative Party (tories) won – as forecast in the polls –the general elections that took place 

in the uk on 6th may. david cameron’s tories won 36.1% of the vote and 306 seats in the house of 

commons i.e. + 97 in comparison with the last general election on 5th may 2005 but they need 20 

more to have the absolute majority to govern (326 seats). 

labour led by outgoing Prime minister Gordon brown came second winning 29% of the vote and 

258 seats –91). the liberal democrats (libdems) led by nick clegg did not achieve what the polls 

had forecast in the ballot and won 23% of the vote and 57 seats (-5).
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in spite of its voting system built to define clear ma-

jorities uncertainty now hangs over the british political 

arena after these elections. the libdems, in spite of 

their result, are however now in the position of king-

maker.

« the electorate like neither labour nor the tories but 

they like labour less than the tories. and they doubt 

the libdems, » stressed youGov director Peter kellner. 

« all of the parties have their reasons to be disappoin-

ted, » analyses Vernon bogdanor, political expert at the 

university of oxford.

the other seats in the house of commons will be divi-

ded between several regional parties and the Greens: 

the ulster democratic Party (duP), 8 seats (-1); the 

Scottish national Party (SnP), 6 (=) ; Sinn Fein (SF), 5 

(=); Plaid cymru (Pc), 3 (+ 1); the Social democratic 

Party (SdlP), 3 (=) ; the alliance Party (aPni), 1 (+ 1) 

and the Greens (G), 1 (+ 1). caroline lucas, at present 

meP became the first Green mP to be elected in the uk 

on 6th may as she won the constituency of brighton Pa-

vilion with 31.33% of the vote, 28.91% went to labour 

and 23.68% to the conservatives. the british 

national Party (bnP) failed to win a seat. its leader 

Nick Griffin was beaten in the constituency of barking 

and dagen-ham in the eastern suburbs of london. 

only 649 mPs were elected on 6th may; the death of the 

uk independence Party candidate (ukiP) from thirsk 

& malton, John boakes obliged the authorities to delay 

the election which will now take place on 27th may. 

turnout rose to 65.1% i.e. +3.8 points in comparison 

with the previous elections on 5th may 2005. Voters in 

several polling stations were unable to fulfil their civic 

duty however: at 10pm – the time when the election 

ends - many were still waiting to vote.

in england the tories came first with 297 seats far 

ahead of labour (191 seats) and the libdems (43). in 

Scotland the labour Party easily won taking 41 of the 

59 seats with one only going to the conservatives and 

11 to the libdems. in Wales, labour won 26 seats, 

the tories 8 and the libdems 3. in northern ireland 

Peter Robinson, democratic ulster Party, was beaten 

in his constituency of belfast east by the alliance Party 

candidate naomi long. Reg empey, the ulster unionist 

Party leader also lost his seat in South antrim to the 

benefit of William mccrea (duP).

outgoing Prime minister Gordon brown was the best 

elected of the leaders of the three main parties. he 

won his constituency of kirkcaldy & cowdenbeath in 

Scotland with 64.5% of the vote, david cameron won 

in Witney with 58.8% of the vote and nick clegg in 

Sheffield hallam with 53.4% of the vote.

after the election the uk finds itself with a hung 

Parliament. the last parliament without an absolute 

majority dates back to February 1974. labour Prime 

minister harold Wilson governed for eight months 

without a majority in the house of commons before 

convening new elections in october 1974, an election 

his party won. 

the results on 6th may thereby open the way to nego-

tiations between the political leaders.

« the labour government no longer has any authority 

to govern our country, » declared david cameron who 

started discussions with the libdems on 7th may in 

the evening. both parties who should be able to agree 

on economic issues – nick clegg said that he would 

approve the budget put forward by david cameron – 

oppose one another however in a number of vital areas 

including european policy, immigration and taxation, 

nuclear energy and defence. the concessions that da-

vid cameron would be led to make in order to form a 

coalition with the libdems might be difficult for some 

of his party members to accept and he might upset 

his supporters. the tories made a pre-electoral alliance 

with the democratic ulster Party (duP) even though 

political analysts believe that some duP mPs will refuse 

to support david cameron.

nick clegg re-iterated his position adopted during the 

campaign which was that he was ready to negotia-

te with the party which won the greatest number of 

seats and which in his opinion had the moral mandate 

to lead the country. he indicated on 7th may that he 

wanted a fairer country in terms of taxation, its po-

litical system and a reform of the banks. during the 

electoral campaign the libdems pinpointed four areas 

in their programme which would be non-negotiable: 

the payment of aid for the education of the poorest, 

the establishment of £10,000 as the threshold of an-

nual income from which point tax is due, a reform of 
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the city via the separation of investment banks and 

networks and the creation of a 10% tax on banks to 

fund the return to work on the part of recession vic-

tims and finally a reform of Parliament. on this point, 

James landale, a bbc journalist suggested that the 

tories might accept that a referendum be held on a 

reform of the electoral system whilst reserving the 

right to campaign against it.

an alliance between the conservative Party and the 

libdems is the only one that will lead to a government 

that holds a real majority (363 seats). 

« i shall play my role. it is my duty to ensure that 

the uk has a strong, stable government, » indicated 

outgoing Prime minister Gordon brown who said he 

was prepared to talk with nick clegg if the latter did 

not manage to agree with the conservatives. however 

the alliance between labour and the libdems would 

only lead to 315 seats, below the absolute majority. 

both parties might envisage forming an alliance with 

the Social democratic labour Party or the alliance 

Party to form a minority government.

the Scottish national Party and Plaid cymru are still 

the unknowns in these negotiations. both said during 

the electoral campaign that they although they had ne-

gotiated with one of the « big » parties, they would do 

everything they could to progress their regional claims 

with regard to Scotland and Wales respectively.

no deadline has been officially established for the 

settlement of negotiations between the political lea-

ders. they should however have concluded by 25th 

may the date when Queen elizabeth ii will speak to 

Parliament and when she will establish the next go-

vernment’s priorities.

For the time being it is difficult to forecast what the 

colour(s) of the next british government will be. one 

thing is certain however: the britons would not look 

with a favourable eye on the parties which try to make 

them re-vote to solve the present cul-de-sac. « the 

elections are very expensive, the coffers are empty 

and the ones who are able to raise funds the easiest 

are the conservatives which gives all the advantages 

to david cameron,» stresses tony travers, political 

expert at the london School of economics (lSe).
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Results of the General Election on 6th May in the UK

turnout : 65.1%

Political Parties N° of votes won % of votes won N° of seats won

Labour Party 10 706 647 36,1 306

Conservative Party 8 604 358 29 258

Liberal-Democrats 6 827 938 23 57

UK Indépendance Party (UKIP) 168 216 0,6 8

Scottish National Party (SNP) 491 386 1,7 6

Sinn Fein (SF) 171 942 0,6 5

Plaid Cymru (PC) 165 394 0,6 3

Social-Democrat and Labour Party 
(SDLP) 110 970 0,4 3

Greens 285 66 1 1

Alliance Party (APNI) 42 762 0,1 1

UK Independance Party (UKIP) 917 832 3,1 0

British National  Party (BNP) 563 743 1,9 0

Others 596 834 2 0

Source : Site internet de la BBC http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/shared/election2010/results)
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